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I would like to report hereby on the results in this half fiscal
year ending September 30, 2004, and take the opportunity to
thank our shareholders for their invaluable support.

During the first quarter of the period under review, the
Japanese economy continued showing increasingly positive
signs of a recovery led by domestic demand as evidenced by
such factors as capital expenditure as well as consumer
spending progressing with a firm undertone. In addition, the
US economy has also been expanding smoothly, prompting
the FRB to start hiking policy interest rates for the first time
in a little over four years. As a result, long-term interest rates
(i.e. the yield on ten-year government bonds) temporarily
rose close to 2%. From the middle of the term, spiraling crude
oil prices and growing uncertainties over the world economy
led to a slight slowdown in both the rate of expansion of
Japan’s industrial production index as well as exports. This
caused long-term interest rates to decline to around 1.5%, the
Nikkei average to move below the 11,000 line toward the end
of the term, and the Bank of Japan to maintain its
quantitatively relaxed money policy.

As for our consolidated income and expenses for the
interim period, net operating income edged down by ¥2.2
billion to ¥64.3 billion, while net income increased by ¥7.8
billion up to ¥48.7 billion, or a per-share net profit of ¥29.27 in
fully diluted basis. After repaying all public funds, we shifted
from a defensive to an offensive stance. With trust-based
banking with investment function and CSR (corporate social
responsibility) as our core policies, we have been making
best use of our banking, trust and real estate functions
combined under one roof to boost profitability in each
business group. This has allowed us to reach most profit
targets for the term under review. As a result of an
increasingly healthy portfolio of assets, we have seen our bad
loan-related losses shrink substantially, and booked part of
our reserves for non-performing loans as extraordinary profit.

Trust-based banking with investment function allows us to
differentiate ourselves from the competition by applying our
expertise acquired as a trust bank to such areas as securities,
real estate, as well as various facilities and projects, through
the packaging and marketing of diversified investment assets
for investors, and by adopting a distinctive business model
that incorporates a constant amount of investment for our
own account.  In line with our determination to implement
this business model during the first half of the term, we
invested assets for our own account in a diversity of targets
including real estate development funds, overseas loans with
high spread, and private equity. At the same time, we offered
investment products incorporating such assets to pension
funds, among other investors. These efforts are steadily
beginning to bear fruit. In order to expand investment for our
own account, we have been upgrading our risk management

know-how. Concurrently, we have set up a Capital Allocation
Committee to appropriate assets on the basis of new rules
based on yet stricter standards for effective capital allocation.

We have positioned CSR at the heart of our corporate
strategy for sustainable growth and development, and as the
axis for the evolution of our management policies. In our
management plan, each business group sets up its own
targets for the implementation of CSR activities, be it
promoting loans with favorable conditions for
environmentally-friendly housing, providing architectural
consulting services for such housing, making care-workers
available at all our branches, or contributing toward the local
community, among others. In September this year, we
published a “2004 CSR Report” in order to foster a better
understanding of such activities.

Another important management policy is returning to
shareholders profits matching performance in a
comprehensive way, namely by adding our own treasury
stock earnings to dividends. Our aim is to satisfy our
shareholders’ expectations by boosting our corporate value
through strategic investment in flourishing new areas of
growth. After taking into consideration results and strategic
investment conditions, we are aiming at the distribution of
dividends linked to our performance with a target payout no
lower than 20% in relation to our consolidated net income for
the term. Under such a policy, we anticipate the distribution
of dividends combining both interim and fiscal term-end
dividends into a yearly lump sum amounting to ¥10 per
common stock for fiscal year 2004, against ¥6 for the previous
fiscal year. 

While pursuing higher profitability through the optimal
application of our strengths in banking, trust business and
real estate, we place priority on returning profits to all our
shareholders, developing our own specific activities and
business model, and promoting our corporate value.

In concluding this message, I would like to express once
again on behalf of The Sumitomo Trust and Banking
Company, Limited, our deep appreciation to our
shareholders for their favorable consideration, as well as our
hope for their continued warm support.
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